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Maybe it is us, but a dozen days in “isolation” has flown by.
Of course, we don’t have the parenting responsibilities to
deal with as our kids are grown and out on their own which I’m
sure makes it easier for us. We can focus on things we like or
want to do.

I can say that our house has never been cleaner. Kate has
wiped down, scrubbed, or polished just about every surface
within her reach. And she still has time to study her Italian,
read up on George Washington (one of her favorite historical
figures), get in her 40 minutes of cardio, and stay connected
with our family and friends while continuing to look as sharp
and beautiful as she has always been, even though I’m the only
one who gets to enjoy that now.

On the other hand, I spend most of my days writing out these
blog posts, and working on some video projects that people
dropped off. Right now, I’m working on a lovely wedding video
that  is  being  pieced  together  from  multiple  cameras  that
captured  just  about  every  moment  of  the  ceremony  and
celebration. I’m pulling clips from each camera and editing
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them together so it depicts the event as it unfolded. When
done, the newlyweds will have a wonderful detailed record of
their special day. I think they’ll be pleased. What can I say,
I like what I do… and time flies while I’m doing it.

No one really knows what our lives are going to be like as we
move forward. But I have to say that I loved the life we had
before… I’m loving the life we’re living now… so maybe it
isn’t circumstances that control our happiness? As a wise
person once said, “You can’t always choose what happens to
you, but you can always choose how you react to it.” I hope we
can all learn to make good choices.

Michael Ondrasik and Home Video Studio Mount Dora specialize
in  the  preservation  of  family  memories  through  the
digitalization of film, videotapes, audio recordings, photos,
negatives, and slides. For more information, call 352-735-8550
or visit our website.
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